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The Quran and Modern Science by Dr. Maurice Bucaille
Etymology and meaning. The word qurÊ¼Ä•n appears about 70 times in the Quran itself, assuming various
meanings. It is a verbal noun of the Arabic verb qaraÊ¼a (Ù‚Ø±Ø£), meaning "he read" or "he recited".The
Syriac equivalent is (Ü©ÜªÜ•Ü¢Ü•) qeryÄ•nÄ•, which refers to "scripture reading" or "lesson". While some
Western scholars consider the word to be derived from the Syriac, the majority of ...
Quran - Wikipedia
This site on Islam is a brief illustrated guide for non-Muslims who'd like to understand Islam, Muslims
(Moslems), and the Quran (Koran). This Islamic guide is simple to read and informative.
Islam Guide: A Brief Illustrated Guide to Understanding
Discover Islam, The Islamic Religion, Islam Holy Book, Muhammad, Muslim People and More..
SULTAN ISLAMIC LINKS, Discover Islam, Muslim people, Holy
The Holy Quran is the last and final Revelation from Allah which is the Ultimate software that functions as an
operating software and Anti-virus software that not only brings our dead hearts to life but also cleanse all our
internal and external viruses like, Hate, Jealousy, Anger,Greed and etc from our system.
The Holy Quran
The Quran is viewed to be the scriptural foundation of Islam and is believed by Muslims to have been
revealed, without issue, to Muhammad by the angel Gabriel. Criticism of the Quran has frequently occurred
since western scholarship has looked to decipher, understand and verify the claims of Islamic thought as
stated in the Quran. Issues relating to the authenticity and morality of the Quran ...
Criticism of the Quran - Wikipedia
â€¢ The Reformist Translation of the Quran offers a non-sexist and non-sectarian understanding of the divine
text; it is the result of collaboration between three translators, two men and a woman.
Quran: A Reformist Translation (Koran, Kuran in Modern
Moon's S-shaped orbit around earth is shaped like a branch of a date tree, mentioned in the Noble Quran and
confirmed by Science!
Moon's S-shaped orbit around earth is shaped like a branch
The Glorious Quran predicts 11 planets in our solar system. The Cosmic Web Miracle in the Noble Quran is
confirmed by Science! Thorough definitions from the Glorious Quran Itself about Heaven, which is referred to
in the singular Ø³Ù…Ø§Ø¡ Sama, and Heavens is referred to in the plural Ø³Ù…ÙˆØ§Øª Samawat, and
what's the difference between them.
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Answering Christianity : The Overwhelming Scientific
Recitation of the Quran in Arabic & English (mp3) Audio - Translation is read by Mr. Phelps (Bilal
Abdul-Karim) from USA. A beautiful recitation verse by verse of the Noble Quran by Nadir Al-Qallawi, with
english translation read by Mr. Phelps (Bilal Abdul-Karim) from USA.
Al 114 Chapters of The Quran, Arabic/English mp3
Click here for a printable PDF pamphlet of the information contained in this section. Surah 15:9 of the
Qurâ€™an proclaims: We have, without doubt, sent down the Message; and We will assuredly guard it (from
corruption).
Answering Muslims: Quran
This is a very interesting book that shows the beautiful names of Allah with a simple and concise meaning It
also mentions the evidence of each name with showing how many times it is mentioned in the Quran and the
Sunnah.
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